Geography Graduate Course Schedule
SPRING 2018

16:450:518:01  DIRECTED STUDY
Index: 01041    BY ARRANGEMENT

16:450:602  RESEARCH DESIGN
Index: 15178  M 4/5 (1:40-4:40 PM)  LSH B-120, LIV

16:450:702  RESEARCH IN GEOGRAPHY
BY ARRANGEMENT

34:970:528:01  HOUING ECONOMICS AND MARKETS
Index: 19921  M (1:10-3:50 PM)  CSB-113, DNB

34:970:653:01  URBAN PLANNING SEMINAR:
Index: 05255  SOCIAL JUSTICE IN PLANNING & PUBLIC POLICY
             W (9:50-12:30 PM)  CSB-168, DNB

34:970:667:01  URBAN PLANNING SEMINAR:
Index: 16549  AMERICAN LAND USE PRACTICE/POLICY
             W (1:10-3:50 PM)  CSB-170, DNB
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F. POPPER